TV2Web: Generating and Browsing Web Contents From Video With Metadata
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Abstract In this paper we look at automatically constructing web contents from video with metadata. We refer to captured voice captions for each video shot as metadata. In this paper we reconstruct the metadata in accordance to the video image’s data structure and propose a method to view (browse) the metadata together with the corresponding image data in a browser. Furthermore, using the "Zoom-In" and "Zoom-Out" metaphor, we introduce a method to seamlessly alternate between viewing video data and web contents.
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1. Introduction

Rapid progress in broadband and digital television technologies have made it possible to provide a vast volume of information to both internet users and television audiences.

As part of the progress in digital television, it has now become common to view broadcasts with voice captured captions (video metadata). In this paper we propose a method to view (browse) the metadata together with the corresponding image data after converting it into web contents. In [3] we converted video metadata into web contents. In this paper by implementing the "Zoom-In" and "Zoom-Out" metaphor, we introduce a method to seamlessly alternate between viewing video data and web contents. We also use the zoom metaphors to seamlessly alter the level of details (LOD) of the contents being viewed. The basic concepts of TV2Web are shown in Figure(1).

In order to achieve this, we first apply layered structures to the video data and extract the image data for each corresponding segmentation unit. Next, we reconstruct the metadata in accordance to the video images data structure. Finally, we use JavaScript to automatically generate web contents for the corresponding layers. The zoom functions are implemented by using Dynamic HTML (DHTML).

The following section describes the approach we used to implement TV2Web. Section 3. explains how we generated the web contents to be displayed. Section 4. describes the functions available in our prototype system to browse the web contents. Section 5. describes the implementation of our prototype system, known as TV2Web. Section 6. concludes this paper.

2. Our Approach

We break down the video data as shown in Figure 2. Initially, the video data is divided into several video segments. Each segment represents a single semantic video unit. For example, within a newscast, each news clip would represent a single video segment. The video segments are then divided into video scenes. Finally each video scene is broken down into segments known as shots. A shot is defined as a continuous sequence of video images which have been captured by a single camera. A scene is defined as a continuous sequence of shots that captures a particular object (or group of objects) within the video data. The process of segmenting the video data was done with the help of methods introduced in [5].

We assume the following textual data is provided prior to implementing TV2Web:

(1) Title for video image
(2) Keyword: Each segmentation unit (segment, scene
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and shot] is assigned a keyword.

3) Metadata: The metadata is restructured and mapped to the segmentation units (segment, scene and shot) it represents.

We also assume that each segmentation unit (segment, scene and shot) is provided with the following forms of image data:

1) Shot: 30 frames/sec video image.

2) Scene: 15 frames/sec dynamic slide show.

3) Segment: 5 frames/sec dynamic slide show.

4) Video: Static key frame display.

In Section 3, we explain how we extracted and converted the data above into web contents.

3. Generating Web Contents From Video With Metadata

3.1 Obtaining Data

In TV2Web we presume that we are provided with segments of a video image. We used image recognition software provided by[6] in order to obtain the images for the segments introduced in Section 2. We assume that we obtain the images along with the absolute times those images were extracted from the video data.

When we developed our prototype system, we used voice captions provided during the broadcast of NHK's News7 program. These captions show the spoken content at the shot level and the absolute time each caption was obtained. It is therefore possible to obtain spoken captions for higher levels of the video data by simply merging the captions at the shot level. By using voice recognition techniques, it is also possible to obtain the voice captions for each of the segmentation regions mentioned in Section 2. The voice captions for each segmentation region is stored as web text in a database.

The image data at the shot layer is represented by a 30 frames/sec video image. We use the original video data to represent the image data at this layer. The slide show images for the scene and segment layers are obtained by performing time based frame extractions on the video data. These frames are then displayed sequentially at the rates mentioned in Section 2. (15 frames/sec at the scene layer and 5 frames/sec at the segment layer).

Since we know the absolute duration of each shot’s video image and metadata, the process of mapping the video image and metadata is done by simply matching the images and metadata that have the same time values. At the scene level, it is assumed that we obtained the absolute duration of the scene when performing the scene change detection on the original video data. As shown in Figure 2, since each scene is made up of several shots, we can obtain the metadata for a particular scene by simply merging the metadata of the shot’s that make up that scene. This process is repeated for the segment and video layer as well.

![Figure 3 Generating web contents for TV2Web](image)

An example of generating web contents for TV2Web is illustrated in Figure 3. We first determine the length of Shot 1 and Shot 2. Next, we break down the video image into the respective shots and obtain the spoken content of each shot. Next we determine the length of Scene 1 (which is made up of Shot 1 and Shot 2) and extract the appropriate frames that represent this scene. The metadata for Scene 1 is obtained by merging the metadata from the start of Scene 1 to the end of Scene 2.

3.2 Data Organization

We organize the image and textual data for each layer (shot, scene, segment, video) into blocks as shown in Fig-
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Section 4.

4. Browsing Mechanism

4.1 Zoom Functions

Visualization of the various data structures introduced in Section 3, is shown in Figure(7). The Zoom-In function is used to convert from viewing web contents to viewing video data. This function gradually increases the size of the image data and gradually decreases the LOD of the textual data.
being displayed. The zoom-out function is used to gradually decrease the size of the image data being displayed. This function also gradually increases the metadata’s level of details (LOD).

4.1.1 Zoom-Out Function

Figure(8) shows the concept behind the Zoom-Out function. First the dimensions of the image data being viewed (box with no textures in Figure(8a)) are given an initial value. The algorithm for the zoom-out function is explained in the following steps:

(1) The visibility for all the blocks are set to hidden.
(2) The visibility of the block being presently viewed is set to visible.
(3) The width and height (the dimensions) of all the cells and image data being presently viewed are decreased by a constant amount. In Figure(8a), the box without any texture represents the dimensions of a particular image data being presently viewed. As the Zoom-Out function is implemented, the dimensions of all the image data within the cell of a particular block are gradually decreased.

(4) The font size of the corresponding textual data is decreased accordingly by a constant amount.

(5) If the dimensions of the image data decrease beyond a certain threshold (shown by the box with the striped texture in Figure(8a)), a new block is chosen to be viewed (Figure(8b)). The image data within the new block will have a smaller visible region and will be bounded by smaller dimensions. The textual data within the new block will have a lower LOD than the previous one.

(6) If the Zoom-Out function is still being implemented, return to step 1.

The algorithm for the Zoom-In function is similar to the Zoom-Out function except that in Step(3), the dimensions of the image data increase instead of decreasing. In Step(4), the font size of the metadata decreases accordingly during Zoom-In. Finally, in Step(5), if the dimensions of the image data increase beyond a certain threshold the new bounding dimensions will be bigger in the new block.

4.1.2 Zoom-In Function

Figure(9) shows the concept behind the Zoom-In function. First the dimensions of the image data being viewed (box with no textures in Figure(9a)) are given an initial value. The algorithm for the zoom-in function is explained in the following steps:

(1) The visibility for all the blocks are set to hidden.
(2) The visibility of the block being presently viewed is set to visible.
(3) The width and height (the dimensions) of all the cells and image data being presently viewed are decreased by a constant amount. In Figure(9a), the box without any texture represents the dimensions of a particular image data being presently viewed. As the Zoom-In function is implemented, the dimensions of all the image data within the cell of a particular block are gradually increased.

(4) The font size of the corresponding textual data is decreased accordingly by a constant amount.

(5) If the dimensions of the image data increase beyond a certain threshold (shown by the box with the striped texture in Figure(9a)), a new block is chosen to be viewed (Figure(9b)). The image data within the new block will have a bigger visible region and will be bounded by bigger dimensions. The textual data within the new block will have a lower LOD than the previous one.

(6) If the Zoom-In function is still being implemented, return to step 1.

4.2 Focus Function

While viewing the web contents, especially when the textual LOD is increased, it might be impossible to view all the contents on the same display. On a typical browser, this problem is solved by implementing scrollbars. In TV2Web, we introduce the focus metaphor in order to overcome this problem. The focus function is implemented by pointing at a particular portion of the contents. This causes that portion to gradually move to the upper left portion of the display being viewed.

![Diagram of Focus Function](image)

Initially, in Figure(10a), the Focus function is carried out on an entire cell. This causes that cell to move to the left.
most portion of the block. The corresponding cells move accordingly. In Figure 10b, a subregion within a cell is chosen. The Focus function will move all that region and all corresponding cells to the the top left most portion of the block.

5. Implementation

5.1 Obtaining Images And Textual Data For TV2Web

We obtained the images for TV2Web by using Ricolh's MovieTool software. As shown in Figure 11, we are able to break down the original video data into the various segments introduced in Section 2. The image data at the shot layer is represented by a 30 frames/sec video image. We use the original video data to represent the image data at this layer. The slide show images for the scene and segment layers are obtained by performing time based frame extractions on the video data. Using MovieTool, it is possible to perform timecode based extractions both manually or automatically. We can therefore obtain the extracted images along with the relative time that they appear in the original video data.

As mentioned in Section 3, we organize the image and textual data for each of the structure layers (shot, scene, segment and video) into blocks. In order to implement this, we first form an object called cell using JavaScript. The cell object consists of an array of images, Images[1\ldots n], a string constant, metadata, containing the textual data for each particular cell and a time constant, time, showing the
duration of each particular cell.

Figure 12 shows a sample of the metadata we obtained from NHK’s News7 program. The metadata is comprised of four columns. The first column is a sequential index of the metadata. The second column shows the relative time of the program while the third column represents the absolute time of the program. The final column is the captured voice captions that occurred at the respective times.

As mentioned in Section 3., we store the textual data for TV2Web in a class called `textData`. We first read in the metadata in Figure 12 one line at a time as strings. We break each string down and the absolute time which is stored in the 3rd column is stored as an instance variable, `time`. The fourth column which represents the spoken content is stored as another instance variable called `caption`. This way we are able to automatically generate instances of each shot’s textual data.

5.2 Implementation of Video Segments for Web Contents

The video data segments shown in Figure(2) is implemented in HTML using the `<DIV>` tags. An explanation about `<DIV>` tags is available in [2] A sample source code of this implementation is shown below:

```html
<DIV ID="block0" STYLE="position:absolute; left:0px; top:0px; width?:20px;height:480px; background-color:"#FFFFFF"; visibility="visible";> .....</DIV>
```

We implement the four data structures in Figure(2) using the `<DIV>` tags. The `ID` attribute of each `<DIV>` tag is used when we reference a particular `<DIV>` tag in order to dynamically implement changes to it.

The `<DIV>` tags of these data structures will be referred to as blocks. As mentioned in Section 3., only elements which are located within a block will be visible. As illustrated in Figure 6, all the blocks’ `position` properties within the `STYLE` attribute are given the same value. This means that all the blocks overlap on top of each other. However, only one data structure can appear at a time and we achieve this by manipulating each block’s `visibility` property.

As explained in the previous Section, each layer is assigned with a key frame and appropriate metadata. We implement this feature in TV2Web by using nested layers within each block. Each nested layer within a particular block is referred to as a cell. A portion of the HTML source code for a particular block will look like the following (the `STYLE` attribute has been omitted for clarity):

```html
<DIV ID="block0" STYLE="position:absolute; left:0px; top:0px; width?:20px;height:480px; background-color:"#FFFFFF"; visibility="visible";> .....</DIV>
```
The dotted lines in the code above represent the metadata of each cell.

5.3 Implementation of Basic Functions for Web Contents

In order to implement the browsing mechanism introduced in Section 4, we use Dynamic HTML (DHTML) to incorporate animations into the blocks we created. A tutorial on DHTML is provided in [1]. After a particular data structure has zoomed beyond a certain threshold, we replace it by changing its visibility attribute to hidden. A new layer appears by changing its visibility attribute to visible.

5.3.1 Zoom-Out Function

The zoom-out function is used to gradually decrease the size of the image data being displayed. This function also gradually increases the metadata’s level of details (LOD).

Figure 8 shows the concept behind the Zoom-Out function. We implemented the Zoom-Out function using JavaScript. A portion of the source code is shown below.

1. function zoomOut() {
2. var i;
3. if((image00.width>720 && image00.height>480)) {
4. for(i=0;i<totalBlocks;i++){
5. eval('block'+i+'.visibility="hidden"');
6. }
7. block0.visibility="visible";
8. newHeight=newHeight+dy;
9. newWidth=newWidth+dx;
10. for(i=0;i<totalCells;i++){
11. eval('image0'+i+'.width=newWidth');
12. eval('image0'+i+'.height=newHeight');
13. }
14. setTimeout("zoomOut()",30)
15. }

Line 1 declares the Zoom-Out function. The if statement in line 3 makes sure that the loop loop is executed only if the dimensions of images of a certain block are within a certain range. Line 7 changes the block’s visibility property to visible. Lines 8 and 9 increment the image’s dimensions by a constant amount (dy for the image’s height and dx for the image’s width). Line 10 runs a for loop for the total number of cells within a certain block. Lines 11 and 12 dynamically alter the width and height of the block’s images within the html body. In line 14, if the Zoom-Out function is still being carried out, it’s repeated recursively after a delay lasting 30 milliseconds. Once the dimensions of the image being viewed decreases beyond the bounding thresholds in line 3, the visibility property is set to hidden.

5.3.2 Zoom-In Function

The Zoom-In function is used to gradually increase the size of the image data being displayed. This function also gradually decreases the metadata’s level of details (LOD).

Figure 9 shows the concept behind the Zoom-In function. We implemented the Zoom-In function using JavaScript. A portion of the source code is shown below.

1. function zoomIn() {
2. var i;
3. if((image00.width<720 && image00.height<480)) {
4. for(i=0;i<totalBlocks;i++){
5. eval('block'+i+'.visibility="hidden"');
6. }
7. block0.visibility="visible";
8. newHeight=newHeight+dy;
9. newWidth=newWidth+dx;
10. for(i=0;i<totalCells;i++){
11. eval('image0'+i+'.width=newWidth');
12. eval('image0'+i+'.height=newHeight');
13. }
14. setTimeout("zoomIn()",30)
15. }

Line 1 declares the Zoom-In function. The if statement in line 3 makes sure that the loop loop is executed only if the dimensions of images of a certain block are within a certain range. Line 7 changes the block’s visibility property to visible. Lines 8 and 9 increment the image’s dimensions by a constant amount (dy for the image’s height and dx for the image’s width). Line 10 runs a for loop for the total number of cells within a certain block. Lines 11 and 12 dynamically alter the width and height of the block’s images within the html body. In line 14, if the Zoom-In function is still being carried out, it’s repeated recursively after a delay lasting 30 milliseconds. Once the dimensions of the image being viewed increases beyond the bounding thresholds in line 3, the visibility property is set to hidden.

5.3.3 Focus Function

While viewing the web contents, especially when the textual LOD is increased, it might be impossible to view all the contents on the same display. On a typical browser, this problem is solved by implementing scrollbars. In TV2Web,
we introduce the focus metaphor in order to overcome this problem. The focus function is implemented by pointing at a particular portion of the contents. This causes that portion to gradually move to the upper left portion of the display being viewed.

Initially, in Figure(10a), the Focus function is carried out on an entire cell. This causes that cell to move to the left most portion of the block. The corresponding cells move accordingly. In Figure(10b) a subregion within a cell is chosen. The Focus function will move that region to the the top left most portion of the block.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we automatically generate web contents after reconstructing the metadata in accordance to the video data's structure. We also propose a method to view (browse) the metadata together with the corresponding key frames in a browser. Furthermore, using the "zoom-in" and "zoom-out" metaphor, we introduce a method to seamlessly alternate between viewing video data and web contents. We also use the zoom metaphors to seamlessly alter the LOD of the contents being viewed.

The data models were implemented using Java Script and HTML, <DIV> tags. The zoom functions were implemented using DHTML. Furthermore, in order to replace scrollbars, we use the focus function in order to scroll through the contents.

Evaluation of our prototype and support for multistream video images remain as future works for this paper.
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